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Do you have a website of your company or a personal one and wish to get it over the internet? The
first step would be purchasing a domain name for your website. After this, you need to worry about
hosting it on the web. You have a few options that you can choose from. Having a server of your
own is one of them. Here you have your own system that acts as a server and you host your
website directly from there. This is an option that requires a lot of capital for initial setup and
maintenance. It would require many other conditions to be fulfilled. So this option is beneficial only if
your company is largely internet based and has a lot of content to be saved on your server.

The second option that one can go for is taking up web hosting services. Many companies provide
you with an option to place your data on their server and they will host it for you. They charge a
nominal amount for the same. The price is divided over the span of time you want your website to
be hosted for. The fee is generally taken on monthly or yearly basis. These companies provide you
with a username and password of your own to access the contents of the website. The server that
they provide is generally used by many other companies for their websites. But if you have a larger
amount of data to be stored then you might prefer opting for a dedicated server web hosting.

This is the concept where the server where your website is being hosted does not have any other
users. Your data is not prone to any infringement or security breaches. You can keep as much as
data on the server without worrying about the limit of data storage. The software, documents and
other information that you wanted to keep can be easily done. It would just act like your own server
but just that it would be situated somewhere else. You will have complete access to it along with
administrative rights. This would save you from the huge capital required to set up your own server.
They would charge you though for the services they are providing. This cost would be more than
what you ought to pay for a shared server but definitely lesser than having your own.

This type of hosting allows your data to be transmitted at a faster pace. This is because there is no
one else who is using the same system. So whatever work you are doing with the system is set to
be prioritized. There are many companies who provide the facility of web hosting, both shared and
dedicated server web hosting. You can find a company who can cater to your requirements along
with providing you a lower price for their services. They must provide you with multiple power
sources to keep your server going. They should take care of the air conditioning of the place where
the server has been placed and also for the security of the system. Only if a company provides with
all of these facilities should you choose to lease a server from them.
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